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Every day I wake up to new wealth.

I am naturally a strong and determined person.

I am a great trainer, I see things from my team’s point of view. I easily relate to

them.

I inspire others to make their lives work to the maximum because I have

shared my opportunity with them.

I am a person of worth and value. Success comes easily to me.

I am clear and collected as a decision maker.

I establish expertise and credibility by studying and understanding issues

important to my target network.

I attract self-motivated doers.

I attract positive-minded people to me; I draw all things positive to myself.

I am committed to my goals.

I am competent, persuasive, and effective when I present my products and my

opportunity to others.

I attract the people who fit perfectly with my business.

I naturally think outside the box and find solutions.

I am a giving, sharing person.

My company's leaders care about people and strive to do what is right for

them, just as I do.

I seek to achieve my highest good and also contribute to the good of others.

Money now comes to me in unexpected ways for the good of all concerned.
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I am committed to reaching my business goals.

I attract positive, self motivated leaders into my business.

I see things from my team’s point of view. I easily relate to them.

I will continue pushing my business to success.

I am a network facilitator.

I am a powerful asset to my business.

I connect to new contacts and allies everywhere I go.

I grow in strength with every forward step I take.

I always have extra money.

I find it easy to network with others.

I am an inspiration to others as well as myself as I take action each day and

easily achieve my goals.

I am one of the top recruiters and trainers in the Network Marketing Industry.

Opportunities are everywhere if I choose to see them.

Today I am willing to fail in order to succeed.

My sales will continue to grow every week.

I now attract prosperous and competent people who want to do business with

me.

I am asked to take control of difficult situations.

People join me because I am trustworthy. I am a great sponsor.

I am a naturally outgoing person.

I am a Champion!
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Fear is only a feeling; it cannot hold me back.

Each day in my business I plant seeds, and water them. I have faith and wait

for the harvest.

Today I see each moment as a new opportunity to express my greatness.

People will be interested in and drawn to my business because of our quality

work.

I am happy.

I boldly act on great opportunities when I see them.

People see me as someone who knows people.

I never give up. I know that there are no endings and each day is the promise

of a new beginning.

I am committed to becoming the person I need and want to be.

My extensive experience and expertise in business give me success.

I settle for nothing but the best in my life and my business.

I have a successful growing network marketing business.

I always find the easiest and most pleasurable way to get things done.

All my past failures have given me a tremendous personal advantage.

I manage and work with people efficiently and effectively.

I will make sure my customers know that I respect them by the way I treat

them.

Awesome people are joining me in my business.

I am the provider of a product that my customers want and need.
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I am pleased with my day as I took the needed actions to reach my goals.

I have a strong sense of what will make my business successful.

I am happy being in charge of my own performance.

I am capable of achieving any level of success that I desire.

I am a wealthy and successful network marketer.

I am confident and able to take a lead on all my projects.

Today, I choose to set up an in-person meeting with members of my network.

I am a great trainer.

An opportunity is simply a possibility until I act on it.

I am able to clearly communicate my expectations of others.

People are happy to pay me.

I am always asking people for their contact information.

I have an irreplaceable business sense.

People like and trust me, they want to learn more about the benefits I offer.

Now is the perfect time to rapidly grow my business.

I am finding myself happier each day about the idea of networking.

I focus on setting intentions, as opposed to goals that are outside of my

control.

Today I put my full trust in my inner guidance.

I just naturally find it easy to get along with other people.

I am now having a blast teaching and training others on how to build their own

business.
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I am creating a powerful and positive business mindset.

I was born to win.

I optimize results by building a culture of teamwork.

I am a powerful enroller, able to contribute the gift of personal and financial

freedom to others.

People see me as a dedicated and strong leader.

It is easy for me to save money; there is always enough.

I make powerful and enjoyable business relationships and many of my

business contacts are now my friends.

I enjoy meeting new people and listening to their stories.

Today I open my mind to the endless opportunities surrounding me.

I will accept nothing less than success.

Every day you’ve got to hit the ground running in pursuit of your dreams. The

past doesn’t matter. The future is calling.

I always steer people in the right direction.

I am able to ask for what I want.

I am prepared for tomorrow and know what steps I’ll be taking in my business.

I am a recruiting machine.

As I help other people increase their incomes, I am earning more money than

ever before.

The prospects I am attracting are open-minded, ambitious, and excited about

what I offer them.
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I bring people in my network for their mutual benefit.

I am a natural born leader and happy to help others.

I have a ton of connections.

I am up to date on the latest trends and developments in my industry.

Today I focus only on asking good questions and quality conversations

because I realize that when I feel fearful, I’m too focused on myself.

I need not know the entire journey to take one step.

I am now well known by the opinion leaders in my network.

I have aligned myself with a great network marketing company.

I am warm and likeable.

I am comfortable presenting ideas to any size group.

I take the initiative to be an advocate of issues important to my network. I am

an activist.

I regularly network with the advisors of affluent and influential leaders.

I am ready to overcome any difficulty I face.

Working on multiple tasks is something I do with ease.

I am surrounded by positive people who share my goals and dreams.

People always select me as the best leader.

I am worthy and deserving of success.

Wealth comes to me easily.

I’m proud of myself for even daring to try; many people won’t even do that!
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I am a confident and positive person, and confident and positive people

gravitate toward me every day.

My business will give great value and quality products to my customers.

People want to be on my team. They join me with little effort on my part.

People know that they can trust my opinions because of my experience.

I learn the skills I need by taking action in my business. Success flows to me

easily.

As I sleep, I know my mind is being conditioned for more success and

tomorrow is lining up to beautifully meet my goals and expectations.

I am a very confident, successful person, who has something of value to offer

the marketplace.

I am building a powerful and positive business.

I will quickly and successfully adapt to any new changes in my industry.

I feel rich.

I release my hesitation and make room for victory!

I attract the success I desire.

I know that I can master anything if I do it enough times.

I am a great recruiter and trainer.

Some of the best opportunities are made, not found.

I sleep peacefully and awake well rested, ready to explode my day, taking my

business to even higher levels of success.

I am thankful for my good health, my family, and my opportunity.
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I am attracting leaders into my business and the team quickly grows and

duplicates.

As a triple start fleet commander, I feel empowered, accomplished, successful,

abundant, joyful, achieving, peaceful, happy.

I now network with the major business and political leaders in my community.

I can achieve great results efficiently and without struggle.

I’m going to relax and have fun with this, no matter what the outcome may be.

I am a strong and positive leader.

I expand my awareness of the hidden potential in each experience.

I now receive assistance and cooperation from all those people necessary to

achieve my desired results.

Let each of my experiences today be an opening to something even better.

My reputation as a professional business person is solid and strong.

With a solid plan and a belief in myself, there’s nothing I can’t do.

I easily change and adapt to new situations in my business.

I will make sure to build a high level of trust with my coworkers.

I am a master at networking.

Learning to enjoy networking will make me more successful.

I am a good listener. I’m aware of what’s important to others and what’s

missing in their lives.

I want prosperity for everyone around me.

I naturally come up with innovative and new ideas in my business.
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My intuition leads me to the most lucrative opportunities.

I now have all of the resources I need to build a solid and successful marketing

business.

I share my business knowing that I am helping others.

I am worthy.

The more I support prosperity in others, the more they contribute to my

financial success.

Everywhere I go I find good people.

I plant seeds of hope, promise and success and share this with the world.

I was born ready.

I am an extremely motivated and driven individual.

When I open the mailbox there is always a check for me.

I am turning into someone well connected.

I am a contribution; my services are valuable.

I am a good presenter.

Customers will happily refer new clients to my business.

I release myself from the anxiety of being in front of people.

I get value from everything I do.

I naturally find the drive to be successful.

People around me ask me for guidance.

I sustain my focus and expand my vision every day through personal growth.

I am an enrolling and recruiting machine.
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I am deserving and there is plenty of abundance in the world to go around for

everyone. I am included in that.

I believe that I have the strength to make my dreams come true.

The hard work and planning that I have done for my business will pay off.

I am a money magnet.
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